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Introduction

• I. PEN-International and BUU.

• II. The Promotion of teaching and researching in BUU from PEN-International.

• III. The teaching and scientific research achievements from the implementation of PEN-International.

• IV. Plans for future development.
PEN-International and BUU

March, 20, 2003, Special Education College of BUU formally joins PEN-International
Leaders from Central Government visit our university
the two-point and multi-point broadcasting systems
II. The Promotion of teaching and researching in BUU derived from PEN-International

• 1. PEN-International boosts the international exchange & cooperation of the deaf education of BUU.

• 2. PEN-International promotes the construction of education network and information accessibility in BUU.
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Communicate with TUT
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International collaboration
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International Conference of the Pacific Area
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Communicate with foreign experts
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Facilities for remote vocational education training system
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BUU and IBM signing ceremony of accessible teaching platform
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Teaching facilities for students with deaf and hard hearing
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Auxiliary device
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Collaborate with Italian Montserrat
III. The teaching and scientific research achievements from the implementation of PEN-International.
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Teachers in teaching
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Teacher’s certificates and publications
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Faculty awards
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2. Students achievements

Gold medal: Infinite internet
Ⅲ. The teaching and scientific research achievements from the implementation of PEN-International

2. Students achievements

Students with deaf and hard hearing in robot competition

Medals and Award
Certificates of students
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2. Students achievements

BUU deaf students in performance and competition
Deaf students of BUU won various prizes

2. Students achievements
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2. Students achievements

BUU deaf students in Paralympic Games
IV. Plans for future development

- Continue the online teaching based on PEN-International.

- Carry on the international exchange and cooperation with colleges both home and abroad.

- Establish the disabled’s technological training base and complete the integration of applied courses.

- Fulfill the aims: Excellence, Integrity, Innovation
Night view of Special Education College of BUU
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